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. Theexistene of the global attrator for the trajetory dynamial system assoiated withthis problem is proved. The symmetrization and stabilization properties of positivesolutions as jxj ! 1 are also established in three dimensional ase 
 � R3 .x1 IntrodutionIt is well known that positive solutions of semilinear seond order ellipti pro-blems have symmetry and monotoniity properties whih reets the symmetry ofthe operator and of the domain, see e.g. [GNN81,BeN91℄ for the ase of boundeddomains and [BeN90,BeN92,BCN97,BCN98℄ for the ase of unbounded domains(suh as 
 = Rn , 
 = R+ � Rn�1 , ylindrial domains, et.).These results have been extended to the ase of positive solutions of seondorder paraboli problems in bounded symmetri domains in [HeP94,Bab95a,BaS00℄.Moreover, the simmetrization and stabilization properties of suh solutions as t!1 were investigated using the ombination of moving planes method with thelassial methods of dynamial systems theory (suh as !-limit sets, attrators,et.).The main goal of the present paper is to apply the dynamial approah tostudy the symmetrization and stabilization as jxj ! 1 properties of positive so-lutions of ellipti problems in asymptotially symmetri unbounded domains. ToTypeset by AMS-TEX1



the best of our knowledge the use of dynamial systems methods for ellipti pro-blems was initiated in the pioneering paper of K.Kirhg�assner [Kir82℄ where a loalenter manifold for a semilinear ellipti equation on a strip was onstruted, seealso [CMV89,Mie90,IoK92,GrT97℄ for further development and appliations of thisonstrution.One of the main diÆulties whih arises in dynamial study of ellipti equations isthe fat that the orresponding Cauhy problem is not well posed for suh equations,and onsequently the straightforward interpretation of the ellipti equation as anevolution equation leads to semigroups of multivalued maps even in the ase ofylindrial domains, see [Bab95℄. The usage of multivalued maps an be overomeusing the so-alled trajetory dynamial approah (see [ViZ96,Zel98,SVWZ99℄).Under this approah one �xes a signed diretion ~l in Rn whih will play the roleof time. Then the spae K+ of all bounded solutions of the ellipti problem in theunbounded domain 
 is onsidered as a trajetory phase spae for the semi-ow T~lhof translations along the diretion ~l de�ned via(T~lhu)(x) := u(x+ h~l); h 2 R+ ; u 2 K+In order the trajetory dynamial system (T~lh; K+) to be well de�ned one evidentlyneeds the domain 
 to be invariant with respet to positive translations along the~l diretions: T~lh
 � 
; T~lhx := x� h~lThe above approah was applied in [ViZ96,SVWZ99,MieZ01℄ for study the elliptiboundary value problems in ylindrial domains and in [Zel98℄ for more general lassof unbounded domains, see also [Sel96,ChV97℄ for appliation to evolution problemsfor whih the uniqueness problem is not solved yet (e.g., for 3D Navier-Stokesequations) and [CMS93℄ for another possibility to avoid the usage of multivaluedmaps in the ase of ellipti equations in ylindrial domains.In this paper we apply the trajetory dynamial systems approah to more de-tailed study the asymptoti behavior of positive solutions of the following modelellipti boundary problem in an unbounded domain x := (x1; x2; x3) 2 
+ :=R+ � R+ � Rn :(1.1) � �xu� f(u) = 0;u��x1=0 = u0; u��x2=0 = 0;It is assumed that the nonlinear term f(u) satis�es the following onditions:(1.2) 8><>: 1: f 2 C1(R;R);2: f(v):v � �C + �jvj2; � > 0;3: f(0) � 0(see the last setion for the relaxation of these onditions).As it is mentioned above we onsider nonnegative solutions of problem (1.1):(1.3) u(x) � 0 x 2 
+and study their behavior when x1 ! +1. Thus, in our situation the x1-axis willplay the role of time (~l := (1; 0; 0)). Moreover we restrit ourselves to onsider2



only bounded with respet to x ! 1 solutions of (1.1). To be more preise, abounded solution of (1.1) is understood to be a funtion u 2 C2+�b (
+) for some�xed 0 < � < 1, whih satis�es (1.1) in a lassial sense (in a fat due to the interiorestimates this assumption is equivalent to u 2 Cb(
+) but we prefer to work withlassial solutions). Therefore the boundary data is assumed to be nonnegativeu0(x2; x3) � 0 and belonging to the spae(1.4) u0 2 C2+�b (
0); (x2; x3) 2 
0 := R+ � RnHere and below we denote(1.5) C2+�b (V ) := fu0 : ku0kC2+�b := sup�2V ku0kC2+�(B1�\V ) <1gwhere Br� means a ball of radius r entered in �.The paper is organized as follows.The `dissipative` with respet to x1 ! 1 a priori estimate for the positivesolutions of (1.1) whih allows to apply the trajetory approah to our situationand in partiular gives the existene of at least one nonnegative solution of (1.1) isderived in Setion 2.In Setion 3 we onstrut the trajetory dynamial system (Th; K+) assoiatedwith problem (1.1), where K+ � C2+�(
+) is a set of all bounded nonnegativesolutions of problem (1.1) (with all admissible boundary data u0) endowed by theloal topology indued by the embeddingK+ � C2+�lo (
)and (Thu)(x1; x2; x3) := u(x1+h; x2; x3) is the translation with respet to x1 dire-tion. Moreover, it is proved here that the dynamial system thus obtained possessesa global attrator Atr whih is alled the trajetory attrator of equation (1.1).Setion 4 is devoted to a more omprehensive study of three dimensional ase(n = 1, 
+ = R+ � R+ � R). In this ase, using the symmetry result for boundedsolutions of problem (1.1) in the half-spae 
 := R � R+ � R obtained in [BCN98℄we establish that the attrator Atr onsists of funtions u(x) := V (x2) whih areindependent of x1 and x3 and onsequently satisfy the ordinary equation(1.6) V 00(x2)� f(V (x2)) = 0; V (0) = 0; V � 0Note that the set of bounded positive solutions of ODE (1.6) an be ompletelydesribed using e.g. the standard phase portrait tehnique. Using this desriptionwe prove �nally that every positive solution u(x) of problem (1.1) stabilizes asx1 !1 to one of the positive bounded solution V = Vu(x2) of problem (1.6).A number of remarks whih explains the imposed restritions to the nonlinearityis given in Setion 5.Aknoledgements. This researh is partially supported by INTAS projet no.00-899. 3



x2. A priori estimates and solvability resultsIn this Setion we prove that problem (1.1) possesses at least one non-negativebounded solution u and derive the estimate for suh solutions whih is of fundamen-tal signi�ane in order to apply the dynamial approah to ellipti equation (1.1).The main result of this Setion is the following theorem.Theorem 2.1. Let u0 2 C2+�b (
0) and let the �rst and seond ompatibility ondi-tions at �
0 are valid (i.e. u0(0; x3) = 0 and �2x2u0(0; x3) = f(0)). Then (1.1) pos-sesses at least one nonnegative bounded solution and every suh solution u satis�esthe estimate(2.1) kukC2+�(B1x\
+) � Q(ku0kC2+�b )e�x1 + Cfx = (x1; x2; x3) 2 
+,  > 0, Q is an appropriate monotoni funtion, and Cf isindependent of u0.Proof. Let us �rstly verify a priori estimate (2.1). To this end we onsider (asusual) the funtion w(t; x) = u2(t; x) whih evidently satis�es the equation(2.2) �xw = 2f(u):u+ 2rxu:rxu � �2C + 2�w; w��x1=0 = u20; w��x2=0 = 0Consider also the auxiliary linear problem(2.3) �xw1 = �2C + 2�w1; w1��x1=0 = w��x1=0 = u20; w1��x2=0 = 0with the same boundary onditions as for the funtion w.Lemma 2.1. Linear equation (2.3) possesses a unique bounded solution w1(x)whih satis�es the following estimate:(2.4) kw1kC(B1x) � C1ku0k2Cb(
0)e��x1 + C2Proof. The proof of the lemma is standard and based on the maximum priniple.Indeed, let us deompose w1(x) = v(x) + v1(x), where v1(x) is a solution of non-homogeneous equation (2.3) with zero boundary onditions and v(x) is a solutionof homogeneous equation with non-zero boundary onditions. Then, evidently,(2.5) kv1kCb(
+) � C2with C2 depends only on C in the right-hand side of (2.3). In order to obtain theexponential deaying of v(x) we introdue the funtions  h(x) := 1= osh("(x1�h))where " > 0 is a suÆiently small number and h � 0. Then it is not diÆult toverify that(2.6) j 0h(x)j � " h(x); j 00h(x)j � 3"2 h(x);  h(0) � e�"hLet vh(x) :=  h(x)v(x), then this funtion satis�es the equation(2.7) �xvh + L1h(x)vh + L2h(x)�x1vh � 2�vh = 0; vh��x1=0 =  h(0)u204



and (2.6) implies that jL1h(x)j � C"2 and jL2h(x)j � C" (where C is independentof h). Consequently if " > 0 is small enough the lassial maximum priniple worksfor equation (2.7), therefore(2.8) kvhkCb(
+) � kvhkCb(
0)Estimate (2.4) is an immediate orollary of (2.5) (2.8) and the third estimate of(2.6). Lemma 1.1 is proved.Having estimate (2.4) and applying the omparison priniple to the solutions wand w1 of (2.2) and (2.3) respetively and the evident fat that w = u2 is non-negative we derive that(2.9) kuk2C(B1x) � kwkC(B1x) � kw1kC(B1x � C1ku0kC2+�b (
0)e��x1 + C2Reall, that due to lassial interior estimates for the Laplae equation (see e.g.[LaU73℄), we have the following estimate for every small positive Æ > 0(2.10) kukC2�Æ(
+\B1x) �� C(kf(u)kL1(
\B1x) + kukL1(
\B2x) + �(2� x1)ku0kC2+�(
0\B2x)) �� Q(kukL1(
+\B2x)) + C�(2� x1)ku0kC2�Æ(
0\B2x); x 2 
+where the monotoni funtion Q and the onstant C depend only on f and �and independent of x 2 
 and of the onrete solution u, and �(z) is a lassialHeaviside funtion (whih equals zero for z � 0 and one for z > 0). Remind that weassume the �rst ompatibility ondition u0��x2=0 = 0 to be valid. This assumptionis neessary in order to obtain C2�Æ-regularity in (2.10) in the ase where x is nearto the edge �
0).Inserting now estimate (2.9) into the right-hand side of (2.10) we derive theanalogue of estimate (2.1) for C2�Æ-norm:(2.100) kukC2�Æ(B1x\
+) � Q(ku0kC2�Æb )e�x1 + CfIn order to derive estimate (2.1) it is suÆient to use now the ellipti interiorestimate in the formkukC2+�(
+\B1x) �� C(kf(u)kC1(
\B1x) + kukC(
\B2x) + �(2� x1)ku0kC2+�(
0\B2x)) �� Q(kukC1(
+\B2x)) + C�(2� x1)ku0kC2+�(
0\B2x); x 2 
+(here we have impliitly used the seond ompatibility ondition �2x2u��x2=0 = f(0)in order to obtain C2+� regularity near the edge �
0). Inserting estimate (2.100)into the last interior estimate we derive inequality (2.1) for the C2+�-norm.Let us verify now the existene of a positive solution for problem (1.1). To thisend we onsider a sequene of bounded domains 
N+ , N 2 N , de�ned via
N+ := 
+ \BN+105



and a sequene of ut-o� funtions �N (x) � 1 if x 2 BN0 and �N (x) � 0 if x =2BN+10 , 0 � � � 1. Consider also the family of auxiliary ellipti problems(2.11) �xuN � f(uN ) = 0; x 2 
N+ ; uN ���
N+\
0 = u0�N ; uN ���
N+n
0 = 0Note that, aording to our onstrution, uN ���
N+ � 0 and, aording to assump-tions (1.2), wN� � 0 is a subsolution and wN+ � R is a supersolution for (2.11)if R is large enough. Thus (see e.g. [VoH85℄), problem (2.11) has at least onenon�negative solution R � uN (x) � 0. Note that R is in a fat independent of N .Consequently, applying again the interior regularity theorem (see estimate (2.10))we derive that(2.12) kuNkC2+�(B1x\
N+ ) � Cwith C = C(f; u0) is independent of N and x 2 
N+ .Having uniform estimate (2.12) one an easily pass to the limit N ! 1 inequation (2.11) and onstrut a bounded non � negative solution u(x) of initialequation (1.1). Theorem 2.1 is proved.x3. The attratorIn this Setion we study the behavior of the non-negative solutions of problem(1.1) when x1 !1 applying the dynamial system approah to ellipti boundaryvalue problem (1.1) in the unbounded domain 
+.Reall that under suh onsideration we should �x some diretion in our unboun-ded domain 
+ and interpret it as the 'time' diretion (see [Zel98℄). In our ase itwill be the x1-diretion then x1 variable will play the role of 'time' variable and we(formally) will onsider (1.1) as an 'evolutionary' equation in an unbounded domain
0. The main diÆulty whih arises here is the fat that the solution of (1.1) maybe not unique and onsequently we annot onstrut the semigroup orrespondingto 'evolutionary' equation (1.1) in the ordinary way.One of possible ways to overome this diÆulty is to use the trajetory approahwhih takes into the aordane the dynamial system to (1.1) in another way(following to [ViZ96,Zel98℄). Namely, let us onsider the union K+ of all boundedpositive solutions of (1.1) whih orresponds to every u0 2 C2+�b . Then a semigroupof positive shifts(3.1) (Thu)(x1; x2; x3) := u(x1 + h; x2; x3)ats on the set K+:(3.2) Th : K+ ! K+; K+ � C2+�b (
+)This semigroup ating on K+ is alled the trajetory dynamial system, orrespon-ding to (1.1). Our next task is to onstrut the attrator for this system. Firstlywe note that the uniform topology of C2+�b is too strong for our purposes. That iswhy we endow the spae K+ by a loal topology aording to the embedding(3.3) K+ � C2+�lo (
+)where by de�nition � := C2+�lo (
+) is a Frehet spae generated by seminormsk � kC2+�(B1x0\
+), x0 2 
+.Reall briey the de�nition of the attrator adopted to our ase.6



De�nition 3.1. The set Atr � K+ is alled the attrator for trajetory dynamialsystem (3.2) (= trajetory attrator for problem (1.1)) if the following onditionsare valid.1. The set Atr is ompat in C2+�lo (
+).2. It is stritly invariant with respet to Th: ThAtr = Atr3. Atr attrats bounded subsets of solutions when x1 ! 1. It means that forevery bounded (in the uniform topology of C2+�b ) subset B � K+ and for everyneighborhood O(Atr) in C2+�lo topology there exists H = H(B;O) suh that(3.4) ThB � O(Atr) if h � HNote that the �rst assumption of the de�nition laims that the restrition Atr��
1is ompat in C2+�(
1) for every bounded 
1 � 
+ and the third one is equivalentto the following:For every bounded subdomain 
1 � 
+, for every B { bounded subset of K+and for every neighborhood O(Atr��
1) in C2+�(
1)-topology of the restrition Atrto this domain there exists H = H(
1; B;O) suh that(3.5) (ThB)��
1 � O(Atr��
1) if h � HTheorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then equation (1.1)possesses the trajetory attrator Atr whih has the following struture:(3.6) Atr = �
+K(
)where (x1; x2; x3) 2 
 := R � R+ � Rn and symbol K(
) means the union of allbounded nonnegative solutions bu(x) 2 C2+�b (
) of(3.7) �xbu� f(bu) = 0; x 2 
; u���
 = 0; bu(x) � 0I.e. the attrator Atr onsists of all bounded nonnegative solutions u of (1.1) in 
+whih an be extended to bounded nonnegative solution bu in 
.Proof. As usual (see e.g. [BaV92℄) in order to verify that a semigroup Th : K+ !K+ possesses an attrator we should verify that this semigroup is ontinuous forevery �xed h � 0 and that this semigroup possesses a ompat attrating (orabsorbing) set in K+.The ontinuity of the semigroup Th on K+ is obvious in our situation. Indeed,the semigroup Th of positive shifts along the x1 axis is evidently ontinuous (forevery �xed h) as a semigroup in C2+�lo (
+) therefore it's restrition to K+ is alsoontinuous.Thus it remains to onstrut a ompat absorbing set for Th : K+ ! K+.Let BR be the R-ball entered in 0 in the spae C2+�b (
+). Then estimate (1.1)implies that the set M R := K+ \ BRwill be an absorbing set for semigroup (3.2) (more preisely for R = 2Cf where Cfis de�ned in (1.1)). But this set is not ompat in �. That is why we onstrut anew set(3.8) VR := T1M R � M R � K+7



Evidently this set is also absorbing. We laim also that this set is preompat in �.Indeed, by de�nition the set VR onsists of all bounded solutions u of equation (1.1)whih an be extended to bounded solution bu, de�ned not for x1 � 0, but forx1 � �1, suh that(3.9) kbukC2+�b ([�1;1℄�
0) � RNote now that, due to (1.2), f 2 C1 onsequently we may apply the interior estimate(see (2.10)) for the solution bu not only with the exponent 2+�, but with an arbitraryone 2 + �0 with �0 < 1. Partiularly, if we �x �0 > � then the interior estimatetogether with (3.9) gives us that(3.10) kukC2+�0b (T1
+) = kbukC2+�0b (
+) � R1where the onstant R1 depends only on R and f . Consequently, we have provedthat the set(3.11) VR � C2+�0b (
+)and is bounded in it. Note now that the embedding C2+�0b (
+) � � is ompat if�0 > � and onsequently VR is really preompat in �. (This was the main reasonto endow the trajetory phase spae by the 'loal' topology of � but not by the'uniform' topology of C2+�b (
+). Indeed, the embedding C2+�0b (
+) � C2+�b (
+)is evidently non-ompat and we annot onstrut the ompat absorbing set inthis topology. Moreover, the elementary examples show that problem (1.1) reallymay not possess the attrator in a 'uniform' topology.)Thus, the preompat absorbing set VR is already onstruted and it remains to�nd the ompat one. The most simple way is to take the ompat absorbing setV0R := [VR ℄�, where [�℄� means the losure in �. Indeed, sine VR � M R � K+and M R is evidently losed in � then V0R � K+ and onsequently it is really theompat absorbing set for semigroup (3.2). Thus (due to the attrator's existenetheorem for abstrat semigroups) semigroup (3.2) possesses an attrator Atr whihan be de�ned by formula(3.12) Atr = \h�0� [s�h TsV0R��As usual representation (3.6) is a standard orollary of de�nition (3.12) (see [BaV92,Tem88℄) but sine this representation is of fundamental signi�ane for our purposeswe reall shortly its proof. Indeed, let bu(x), x 2 
 be a non-negative bounded so-lution of problem (3.7). Then, partiularly the sequene �
+(T�hbu), h 2 N isuniformly bounded in C2+�b (
+), onsequently, aording to the attrator's de�ni-tion Th�
+(T�hbu)!Atr in � as h!1From the other side Th�
+(T�hbu) = �
+bu. Thus, �
+bu 2 Atr and onsequently(3.13) �
+K(
) � AtrLet us prove the opposite inluding. Let u 2 Atr. Then (3.12) implies that thereare a sequene hn ! +1 and a sequene of solutions un 2 V0R suh that(3.14) u = �� limn!1 Thnun8



Note that the solution Thnun is de�ned not only in 
+ but in the domain Thn
+ :=(�hn;1)� 
0 and(3.15) kunkC2+�b (Thn
+) � RAnd onsequently arguing as in the proof of ompatness of V0R we derive thatthe sequene Thnun, n � n0 is preompat in C2+�lo (Thn0+1
+) for every n0 2 N .Passing to a subsequene if neessary and using the Cantor diagonal proedureand the fat that hn !1 we may assume that this sequene onverges to a somefuntion bu 2 C2+�lo (
) in the spaes C2+�lo (Thn0+1
+) for every n0 2 N . Then (3.15)implies that bu 2 C2+�b (
). Moreover sine Thnun are the non-negative solutionsof (1.1) then passing to the n!1 we easily obtain that bu is a non-negative solutionof equation (3.7) and formula (3.14) gives us that �
+bu = u. Thus, u 2 �
+K(
).Theorem 3.1 is proved.x4. Symmetry and stabilizationIn this Setion we restrit ourselves to onsider only the where 
+ is 3-dimensio-nal (n = 1). Then, using the desription for the positive bounded solutions of (3.7)given in [BCN98℄, we obtain the additional information about the behaviour ofsolutions of initial problem (1.1).Proposition 4.1. Let assumptions (1.2) hold and let n = 1. Then any non-negative bounded solution bu(x) of equation (3.7) depends only on the variable x2,i.e u(x) = V (x2) where V (z) is a bounded solution of the following problem:(4.1) V 00(z)� f(V (z)) = 0; z > 0; V (0) = 0; V (z) � 0The proof of this Proposition is given in [BCN98℄ for the ase where the solutionbu(x) is stritly positive inside of 
. The general ase an be redued to this oneusing the following version of the strong maximum priniple.Lemma 4.1([BCN98℄). Let V � Rn be a (onneted) domain with the suÆientlysmooth boundary and let w 2 C2(V ) \ C(V ) satisfy the following inequalities(4.2) �xw(x)� l(x)w(x) � 0; x 2 V; w(x) � 0; x 2 VAssume also that jl(x)j � K for x 2 V . Then either v(x) � 0 or v(x) > 0 for everyinterior point x 2 V .In order to apply the lemma to equation (3.7) we rewrite it in the following form(4.3) �xbu� l(x)bu = f(0) � 0; l(x) := f(bu(x))� f(0)bu(x)Sine f 2 C1 and the solution bu(x) is bounded then l(x) is also bounded in 
.Thus, aording to Lemma 1 either bu(x) � 0 (whih is evidently symmetri) orbu(x) > 0 in the interior of 
 and then Proposition 4.1 follows from the result of[BCN98℄ mentioned above. Proposition 4.1 is proved.Dente byRV the set of all bounded non-negative solutions V (z) of problem (4.1).Then Proposition 4.1 implies that(4.4) Atr = RV9



Let us study now the positive solutions of problem (4.1). It is well known that everynon-negative bounded solution of this problem should be monotonially inreasingV (z1) � V (z2) if z1 � z2, onsequently there is a limit(4.5) z0 = z0(V ) := limz!+1V (z); f(z0) = 0; 0 � V (z) � z0; z � 0Moreover, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that either V (z) � 0 or V 0(z) > 0 for everyz � 0.Multiplying equation (4.1) by V 0 and integrating over [0; z℄ we obtain the expli-ite expression for the derivative V (z)(4.6) V 0(z)2 = �2F (V (z)) + Cwhere F (V ) := � R V0 f(V ) dV .Passing to the limit z ! +1 in (4.6) and taking into aount (4.5) one aneasily derive that C = 2F (z0). Therefore we obtain the following equation forV (z), stabilizing to z0:(4.7) V 0(z)2 = 2(F (z0)� F (V (z))Assume now that F (z0) � 0 (in the other ase V (z) � 0). Then the solutionVz0(z) of (4.7) whih satis�es (4.5) exists if and only if F (z0)� F (z) > 0 for everyz 2 (0; z0). Moreover, suh solution is unique beause Vz0 satis�es (4.1) with theinitial onditions(4.8) Vz0(0) = 0; V 0z0(0) =p2F (z0)Denote(4.9) R+f := fz0 2 R+ : f(z0) = 0; F (z0)� F (z) > 0 for every z 2 (0; z0)gNote that set (4.9) is totally disonneted in R. Indeed, otherwise it should ontaina segment [�; �℄ 2 R+f , � > � � 0. Then, f(z0) � 0 for z0 2 [�; �℄ and onsequentlyF (z0) = F (�) for every z0 2 [�; �℄, whih evidently ontradits the fat that� 2 R+f .Thus, we obtain the following proposition.Proposition 4.2. There is a homeomorphism� : (RV ; C2+�lo (R+))! (R+f ;R)Moreover, the set R+f and (onsequently) RV are totally disonneted.Indeed, (4.8) de�nes a homeomorphism between R+f and the set RV (0) :=f(0; V 0(0)) : V 2 RV g of values at t = 0 for funtions from RV . Reall thatRV onsists of solutions of seond order ODE (4.1) and, onsequently, thanks to alassial theorem on ontinuous dependene of solutions of ODE's, the set RV ishomeomorphi to RV (0) and this homeomorphism is given by the solving operatorS : (V (0); V 0(0))! V (t) of equation (4.1). Proposition 4.2 is proved.10



Remark 4.1. Note that, although for generi fs the sets R+f � RV are �nite,these sets maybe even unountable for some very speial hoies of the nonlinearityf . The simplest example of suh f is the following one:(4.10) f(z) = � dist(z;K)where K is a standard Cantor set on [0; 1℄ and dist(z;K) means a distane from zto K. Indeed, it is easy to verify that for this ase R+ = K and onsequently RVonsists of ontinuum elements. (To be rigorous, funtion (4.10) is only Lipshitzontinuous (but not from C1) and does not satisfy also the seond assumptionof (1.2), but slightly modifying this funtion one an onstrut the funtion ~f ,whih will satisfy all our assumptions and R+~f = R+f = K.)We state now the main result of this Setion.Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 hold. Then for every nonne-gative bounded solution u of problem (1.1) there is a solution V (x2) = Vu(x2) 2 RVof problem (4.1) suh that for every �xed R and x = (x1; x2; x3)(4.11) ku� VukC2+�(BRxh\
+) ! 0; xh := (x1 + h; x2; x3)when h!1.Proof. Indeed, onsider the !-limit set of the solution u 2 K+ under the ation ofthe semigroup Th of shift in the x1 diretion:(4.12) !(u) = \h�0� [s�h Tsu��Reall that Th possesses the attrator Atr in K+, onsequently, set (4.12) is non-empty and(4.13) !(u) � AtrIt follows now from Proposition 4.1 that !(u) � RV .Note that from the one side the set !(u) must be onneted (see e.g. [Hal87℄)and from the other side it is a subset of the set RV whih is totally disonneted(due to Proposition 4.2). Therefore !(u) onsists of a single point Vu � RV :(4.14) !(u) = fVugThe assertion of the theorem is a simple orollary of this fat and of our de�nitionof the topology in K+. Theorem 4.1 is proved.x5 Conluding remarksIn onlusion of the paper we disuss assumptions (1.2) imposed to the nonlinearterm f(u) in order to obtain the results of Setion 4. Note �rstly that sign ondition(1.2)(3) is evidently essential in order to prove the solvability of (1.1) in the lassof positive bounded solutions for every positive bounded initial data u0 (and in afat it is also essential for Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.1, see e.g. [BCN98℄).The assumption f 2 C1 is not neessary neither for proving the existene ofa positive solution of problem (1.1) (in Setion 2) nor for applying the trajetory11



dynamial system approah to this problem (see Setion 3) and an be weakenedto f 2 C(R;R), see [ViZ96℄ or [Zel98℄. Note however that the (loal) Lipshitzontinuity of the nonlinear term is very essential for the symmetry result, formula-ted in Proposition 4.1 (see [BCN98℄) and onsequently for all results, obtained inSetion 4.Thus, assumptions (1.2)(1) and (1.2)(3) seem to be lose to optimal in orderto derive the results of Setion 4. In ontrast to them, dissipativity assumption(1.2)(2) is far from optimal and has been imposed in suh a form only in order toavoid the additional tehnialities and to make the trajetory approah to studythe behavior of positive solutions more lear. In a fat, it an be proven usingthe standard sub and supersolutions tehnique and some monotoniity results forpositive solutions of ellipti equations that under assumptions (1.2)(1) and (1.2)(3)problem (1.1) possesses at least one positive bounded solution for every positivebounded initial value u0 if and only if its one dimensional analogue(5.1) V 00(z)� f(V (z)) = 0; z > 0; V (0) =Mis solvable in the lass of bounded nonnegative solutions for every M � 0. Remindthat (5.1) is seond order ODE of Newtonian type and an be easily analyzed usinge.g. the phase portrait tehnique.In the ase where n = 1 using the expliit desription of the set of boundedpositive solutions of the equation (1.1) in 
 one an easily show that the attratorAtr exists if and only if the set K of all bounded positive solutions of the problem(5.2) V 00(z)� f(V (z) = 0; z > 0; V (0) = 0is globally bounded in C(R+).Combining (5.1) and (5.2) we derive after the straightforward analysis of theorresponding phase portrait that under assumptions (1.2)(1) and (1.2)(3), problem(1.1) possesses the trajetory attrator Atr if and only if the potential F (v) :=� R v0 f(u) du ahieves its global maximum on [0;1), i.e. if there is v0 � 0 suh that(5.3) F (z0) = maxv2R+F (v)Hene, all results of Setion 4 remain valid in the ase where tondition (1.2)(2)is replaed by (5.3). Evidently, ondition (1.2)(2) is suÆient, but not neessaryfor (5.3). Referenes[BaV92℄ A.V. Babin, M.I. Vishik, Attrators of evolutionary equations, Nauka, Mosow, 1989;English transl. Stud. Math. Appl., 25, North Holland, Amsterdam, 1992.[Bab95℄ A.V. Babin, Attrator of the generalized semigroup generated by an ellipti equation ina ylindrial domain, Russian Aad. Si. Izv. Math. 44 (1995), 207{223.[Bab95a℄ A.V. Babin, Symmetry of instabilities for salar equations in symmetri domains, J.Di�. Eqns. 123 (1995), no. 1, 122{152.[BaS00℄ A.V. Babin and G.Sell, Attrators of non-autonomous paraboli equations and theirsymmetry properties, J. Di�. Eqns. 160 (2000), no. 1, 1{50.[BeN90℄ H.Berestyki and L.Nirenberg, Some qualitative properties of solutions of semilinearellipti equations in ylindrial domains, Analysis, et etera, Aademi press, Boston, MA(1990), 115-164. 12
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